	
  
Mr Eric Hutchinson MP
Chair
Parliamentary Friends of History & Heritage
Parliament House
Canberra ACT
6 September 2015
Email: eric.hutchinson.mp@aph.gov.au
Dear Mr Hutchinson
We are the Lake Burley Griffin Guardians, a non-profit community group committed to
safeguarding one of Canberra's greatest treasures, the open space of Canberra's Lake
Burley Griffin and its lakeshore landscape setting. We are writing to the Parliamentary
Friends of History & Heritage because of what we consider serious impacts on the heritage
of Lake Burley Griffin and its lakeshore, particularly at West Basin and City Hill.
Lake Burley Griffin and its lakeshore is the core feature of Canberra, our national capital,
with its beauty, gardens, parks and vistas. The route along Commonwealth Avenue to
Capital Hill is the most important stretch of roadway in the nation. It enables vistas from
the avenue across West Basin to the lake and to mountains beyond. City Hill, although of
comparatively low elevation is critically important in the Canberra plan as one of the apex
points of the National Triangle.
The Exposure Draft of the National Capital Plan Review 2015 is setting in place a
foundation for Canberra's Civic development that will seriously damage the qualities of
the lake. Developments will be allowed in West Basin that will create a wall of apartments
on the western side of the northern segment of Commonwealth Avenue. Visiting
dignitaries and others travelling along the route will have apartments in their faces rather
than the open space of the Basin and lake vistas.
The packing in of buildings into West Basin, as shown in the attached image from the
Exposure Draft, will mean the destruction of valued urban lakeshore landscape that is
public open space. An outline of the proposed development first appeared in the Griffin
Legacy Plan (2004) and was strongly criticised at that time for being excessive.
Nevertheless, that proposal was amended into the planning instrument and continues to
exert a most unwelcome authority that has little environmental merit and shallow
planning integrity. West Basin has always been a low key but central and much used
landscape popular with Canberra citizens and visitors to the National Capital. The public
regularly use this area, triathlon and other sporting events pass through this open space,
tourists and locals alike flock to lake cruises, bike and boat hire. This invaluable area,

	
  

	
  
vibrant, interesting and lively, will be cruelly curtailed by the massive extent of the
intrusive buildings proposed. The West Basin open space landscape is sacrosanct,
apartments and office space should be prohibited from this critical landscape.
In addition the development framework for City Hill will allow mid-rise and high-rise
buildings around the Hill that will reduce the park and its flagpole to a courtyard
surrounded by higher buildings. West Basin and City Hill developments are proposed by
the Territory Government's Land Development Authority as part of their City to the Lake
developments that include lowering of a segment of Parkes Way to enable better access to
the lake. The illustration attached from the Exposure Draft shows the development
proposal and how it will impact on Commonwealth Avenue and City Hill.
We stress that our group is not anti-development but we are committed to working with
relevant groups to bring about development that is appropriately geared to the values
associated with lake Burley Griffin and its surrounds within the Designated Area, that is the
area that holds national significance. We are extremely concerned with the death of
beauty and the dignity of Canberra's national area by continuing incremental alienation of
lakeshore landscape for short-term economic return.

An artist's impression of development at City Hill and West Basin, from the Exposure Draft of the National
Capital Plan Review 2015

Currently Canberra city has a glut of apartments and commercial accommodation. When
required in the future, apartments can be constructed elsewhere in the nearby city
suburbs and in areas set aside for apartments such as Woden.
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The West Basin City Hill area has strong heritage values that belong to the public at large
and on these grounds alone should not be alienated to privileged private interests. During
the last decade there have been at least 4 nominations for Lake Burley Griffin and its
Lakeshore Landscape to heritage lists that have never progressed to official listing status.
Furthermore the Territory Government gives a strong impression that heritage listing will
impede their intentions to develop land in the vicinity of the lake and seem not to want to
co-operate in finalising the National Heritage listing of Canberra recommended by the
Australian Heritage Council. Exploiting the lakeshore for development revenue is only of
short-term benefit to the government's economy while the landscape will be forever lost
as public open space.
We urge the Parliamentary Friends of History and Heritage to use your influence to help
protect the nationally significant beauty of Canberra's lake and lakeshore landscapes.
Yours sincerely

Juliet Ramsay Convenor, Lake Burley Griffin Guardians (LBGG)
Co-signed by LBGG members: Grahame Crockett, Ann Kent, Bruce Kent, Jim Nockels,
Max Bourke AM (former Director of Australian Heritage Commission)
Brett Odgers (Committee Member of Walter Burley Griffin Society) and
David Mackenzie

Contact: lakeburleygriffinguardians.com
cc:
The Hon Warren Truss MP, Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development: w.truss.mp@aph.gov.au
The Hon Greg Hunt MP, Minister for the Environment: Greg.Hunt.MP@aph.gov.au
The Australian Heritage Council: ahc@environment.gov.au
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